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Safety helmet with integral visor

Features

Attachments
Universal slots enable firm fitting of Surefit Contour™ ear defenders and a 
range of Surefit™ safety visors for complete above the head protection, 
meaning all your protection is to hand and easy to deploy.

Comfort
Extremely comfortable terylene webbing moulds to the individual shape of 
the wearer’s head. A rain channel directs rain away from wearer’s face.

Short peak
Reduced peak available for better vision whilst working at heights.

Adjustment
Easyjust® slip ratchet.

Electrical Insulation
The Mk7 helmet is now available with the EN 50365 Class 0 10KV 
standard. This standard is applicable to electrically insulated helmets used 
for working live or close to live parts on installations not exceeding 1000Vac 
or 1500Vdc.

Retractaspec™
The helmet with integral visor ensures that eye protection is on hand when 
needed and never lost, whilst removing the need for additional eye 
protection. Protects to EN166.1.F.

Electrical insulation
Meets the EN50365 Class 0 10KV standard. This standard is applicable to 
electrically insulated helmets used for working live or close to live parts on 
installations not exceeding 1000Vac or 1500Vdc.

Optional: Branding
Extra large area for logos on the front, sides, and rear.

Instruction of use
- fit helmet on head and fasten strap te ensure fit
- for adequate protection this helmet must be worn with peak facing 

forward
- ensure the helmet is adjusted to the size of the user's head
- after use the helmet may be cleaned with the use of soap and warm water 

and dried with soft cloth

Limitations of use
Any helmet subjected to severe impact should be replaced immediately. 
Please check instruction of use from the manufacturer.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

For optimal protection of the head, a safety helmet should be adjusted to 
the size of the head of the user. The usefulness of the helmet duration is 
determined by , among others , cold, heat, chemicals, sunlight and 
incorrect use.

Type Safety helmet JSP MK7

Size 53 to 64 cm

Color Yellow or white

Ventilation Yes

Weight helmet 390 gr

Material helmet Polyethylene HPDE (High Density Polyethylene)

Inner system 6-point harness

Approvals Safety helmet: EN 397
Safety visor:  EN166.1.F


